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This invention relates to pliers and other hand tools 
manipulated in plier-like fashion and more particularly 
to the type having means for adjustably limiting the 
movement of the jaws towards each other as is desirable 
in wire-stripping, pliers, Orthodontists’ crimping pliers, 
artisans’ ships and the like. ~ . < »- - > , - 

An object of this invention is to provide a novel and 
improved plier-like tool having a stop button which is 
manually slidable to diiferent positions along a slot 
track on one of the arms, to effect adjustment of the ex 
tent of movement of the jaws towards each other; said 
button being in the path of the other arm of such tool. 
The construction is such that the button will remain fast 
in any set position along the track though acted on by 
the force applied to close such tool. The necessity of 
securing the stop button by means of a screw or other 
suitable fastener to hold it in place, is avoided and pro 
vision is made against accidental shifting of the button 
during handling. 
A further object thereof is to provide a novel and im 

proved tool of the character described, a?ording rapid 
and accurate setting of the said button without tools 
and with only the use of one hand which is that holding 
the tool. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a 

plier-type tool of the kind set forth which is reasonably 
cheap to manufacture, easy to use and e?‘icient in carry 
ing out the purposes for which it is designed. 

Essentially, I have provided ‘a frictional means to 
avoid accidental slippage of the mentioned stop button, 
and the track therefor is made in such manner that when 
force is applied to close the plier, the force component 
acting to move the button at any position, is less than is 
necessary to move it along such track. 

In the accompanying drawings forming part of this 
speci?cation, similar characters of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in all the views. 

Fig. 1 is a front view of a plier embodying the teach 
ings of this invention. The tool here shown is for strip 
ping the insulation from 03 an end portion of an elec 
tric wire the stop button being used to limit the cut so 
that only the insulation is slit while the wire remains in 
tact. 

Fig. 2 is a side view of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged section taken at lines 3-3 in 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic representation of the forces 

acting on the button when the plier is closed for any 
setting of said button along its track. 

Fig. 5 is a magni?ed diagrammatic layout of the track 
slot center line, for the practice of this invention. 

In the drawings, the numeral 15 designates generally 
a wire-stripping plier made up of a pair of arms 16, 17 
which are positioned one on the other and joined in piv 
otal relation at 18 to have the handle parts 19, 20 and 
the jaw parts 21, 22 as indicated. The sharpened op 
posite notches 21’, 22' in the jaws, co-operate to cut 
into the insulation covering of an electric wire placed 
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between them. The extent of the depth of out will de 
pend upon the position of the round stop button 23 along 
the track slot 24 in handle 20. Said button which is 
on the same face of the arm 17 as is the arm 16, will 
intercept the arm 16, upon the occurrence of which, the 
longitudinal straight edge A of said arm 16 will con 
tact and of course be tangent to the circular periphery 
of said button 23. ' 

This button-has a coaxial shank'25 which is 
contact with the edges of the slot 24, and extends through 

I , said slot.‘ It carries a slightly stressed spring washer or 
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a mere friction washer 26 and is fashioned to maintain 
the assembly of the unitary structure designated by the 
numeral 27. The axes of said shank and of the pivot 18, 
are parallel. The track 24 mustibe of special construc 

, tion for the practice-of this invention, because when the 
track is of no particular design, some means must be 
provided to hold the item 27 securely at any desired posi 
tion along the track since said item 27 would usually be 
moved byia component of the force applied to the plier 
handles when edge A is tangent to the button 23. 

I will now resort to Fig. 4 to show the forces acting 
on the button 23 when edge A is in contact therewith 
and the plier is in forceful grasp. Consider the shank 
to be round as 25', though actually it is of ?attened or 
square cross section as shown in Fig. 1 at 25. The line 
B indicates the tangent line to the slot 24 and the shank 
25’. F indicates the force being applied to close the 
plier; such force being'perpendicular to line A and may 
be resolved into its component forces P’ which is per 
pendicular to line B and the force P" which is parallel 
to said line B. Force F’ pushes the shank against the 
edge of the track slot and causes no movement of the 
button along the slot. Force F" acts to move the item 
27 along the track. ' 
For the practice of this invention, the track 24 is so 

designed that the force F" is always less than is neces 
sary to shift the item 27 along such track and I set forth 
the following to explain the construction ofv such track. 
The coe?icient of friction for the surface of the item 

27 and that of the arm 17, is the ratio of the force P re 
quired to move said item along the track slot correspond 
ing to any normal pressure P’ between the surfacesand 
that normal pressure. If the angle between such forces 
is designated as 45, then the coe?icient of friction equals 
F"/F' and hence is equal to tangent p. If the sliding 
member 27 is deemed on an inclined plane whose angle 
of repose is P, then both said angles are equal. If the 
materials are such that the coefficient of friction is say 
0.20, this would mean that slippage would not take 
place if angle 45 were less than an angle Whosetangent 
is 0.20, meaning one less than 11 degrees 20 minutes. 
Note that the angle between the lines A and B is ¢. 

In Fig. 5 we show one way of laying out the track 
slot 24, which will now be set forth. Starting with an 
angle P representing the edge A at the maximum stopping 
angle required by the plier in question, we draw a circle 
C representing the button 23 tangent-to line A and from 
its center 0 we draw a short line L making an angle of 
say ten degrees with A along which a suitable short ' 
length is measured from O. For convenience, we have 
used the radius of the circle C determining a new center 
0’ from which a “new” button C’ is drawn which in 
turn determines a new position A’ of the edge A. From 
0’ we draw a new line L’ making again a ten degree 
angle with A’ and by continuing this procedure a sul? 
cient number of times, we develop the curve of the center 
line 24’ of the slot 24 such that regardless of the position 
at which button 23 is placed when handle 19 is en 
gaged with the button 23, it will make a constant angle 
less than 95 with the center line of the slot 24 at that 
point. Hence regardless of the pressure P exerted on 
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the’ handles or the position of the button 23, no slippage 
9???? beans? at the camptqaaat 

, ‘Having the ‘center line of the slot't24, the V 
of such slot is known practice and needs no further ex 
planation. As a Suggestion, it practical tqvdraw; the‘ 
layaat. t0, an enlarged scale and. than transit-e: the ‘slot one 
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to the axis of said pivotal connection; said shank ‘being _' 
nqsitiaasd in Said track and engaged therewith ion slid- - 
ing movement therealong;. said member being infric- ‘ 

_ tional contact With the arm having the track and manual 

liiaeby'mqaas Qf'a pantpgraphonto the block of steel , 
tabs used tqmakefths Punching die for. such slot 

is This inventiqn is capable qt \fariousv fqmls'and mi-H 
V ‘margins apnlisatiqiis withqut'departing from the essentials 

fa?tllres hetttin diS¢lQse<1.-, It is. therefore intcndedand 
desired that the embodimentjherein shall be deemed," 

‘ illustrative and. not restzictiye and. that theqpatem, shall - 
' ' “?ver. all patentahla liqvelty herein'rset forth; Ieference - . 

being had to the following‘ claims rather than to. the 
spsgi?c desériptiqn herein to indicate theséope'of this 
invention, 

'I_-tclai_m:> V " a a 

1_-. In a Pli§£r1ik§ tOQL-a pair of; elongated arms’ con~ 
relation ijntetmcdiate their respective 

ends, a member: insluding a mud button having a coaxial 
shank; .0119 of’ said armshaving a curved track them 

, 41.01198) 6119 Sid¢ qf’said PiYQtaI, connection; the curve 
Qt Said. track being in. a Plane substantially Perpendicular 
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1y slidable along such arm at all times; the other of’ said 
arms presenting a longitudinal straight edge positioned ‘ 
thereon whereby on movement of said arms towards each ‘ 
other, said straight edge will come into contact with the j . 
round peripheryl'o'f said button; the character’ofthe curve 
of the track is such vthat ‘at any :position of the shank " 
along the track,‘ the angle between the said, straight edge. 
when inv contac’tTwitHthe button, ‘and the tangent to 
said curve whicheis also tangent to a circle deemed to; be " 
in place of the'shank, is less than‘ the angle whose tangent V 
is the coe?icient of'frictio'n of'thenarni'hauihg the track 
with said memberf ‘ ~' 7 a ' 

2. The tool as de?ned ‘in claim 1, wherein’ the track 
is a slot; the shank being positioned through‘rsuchi slot. 
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